In a former paper [E4] we were concerned with the basic properties of certain idempotent and distributive resp. merely idempotent groupoids
•) (SGRID-resp. 5Gi?/-groupoids), the binary operation of which is influenced by the structure of an abelian group (G, -f): We assume 11 to be a subset of G with 0 € H, and • being given by x • y = cr(x) + r(y) (x,y£ll) where <r, r : H -• G are mappings. Group related groupoids are of a certain interest for topological purposes, SGRIZ?-groupoids turned out to form groupoid modes ([E4] , (2.1)) and are linked with the point of view presented in ( [JK] , (3,3.9)) (see introduction of [E4] ). Throughout this second half of a series of papers on group related groupoids we use without any further explanation the notation, notions, and conventions of the first part [E4] .
In chapter 1 we turn to homomorphisms of SGflZ-groupoids and, as a characterization for homomorphisms between canonically monoid splitting SGJ2/.D-groupoids, we find a kind of natural decomposition of the given homomorphism into a monoid homomorphism and a homomorphism of quotients of the SGRID-groupoids under consideration.
As a guiding line for chapter 2 we use a result in ([E2] ,(2.17)), where it is shown for group related (2-)symmetric groupoids that the equivalence relation £ coming from successive left translation coincides with the one induced by a certain subgroup of the underlying group, which is closely related to the given (2-)symmetric groupoid. After some general considerations concerning £ on a SGRID-groupoid 1Z, we develop necessary and sufficient conditions for the coincidence of £ with the equivalence relation given by a subgroup of the underlying group, which is assigned to TZ in a way analogous to the (2-)symmetric case.
In the final chapter we deal with the transfer of algebraic identities and the property of being a SGii/£)-groupoid from a groupoid (TZ,*) to its derived groupoids, i.e. to groupoids with the same underlying set and a binary operation, which is made up of iterated applications of • and the trivial binary operations on TZ. In particular, we turn our attention to the ¿-symmetry law and describe SGRID-groupoids satisfying this identity.
For describing mappings or homomorphisms of 5G ! .ft/-groupoids, depending on the situation we sometimes only need their counterparts restricted in domain, or range, or domain and range, respectively (see also text after ([E4] ,(1.5))). Since what is meant always comes clear from the context, and since we don't want to exaggerate with precision in notation, which would make a mess of the formulation of some results, for a mapping and corresponding restrictions we use the same symbol.
Homomorphisms of
SGRID-groupoids Now we discuss some aspects concerning homomorphisms between idempotent group related groupoids. Any such groupoids (11', •) and (S', •) and a homomorphism 77: TZ' -• S' being given, applying ([E4] ,(1.5)) we first find a strictly group related copy 7Z of TV and an isomorphism i: (7Z, •) -*• (TV, •) , and again by ([E4] ,(1.5)) (via the translation i n the underlying group of S') a strictly group related copy S of S' and an isomorphism j : (S 1 , •) -• (S, •) such that (j o 77 0 t)(0) = 0. Hence we can restrict ourselves to the consideration of homomorphisms between 5Gi2/-groupoids preserving the neutral elements of the respective underlying groups. We call such homomorphisms distinguished.
In addition and parallel to the convention after ([E4] ,(1.5)) concerning SGiZJ-groupoids written by (1Z,*), we note that throughout this chapter, for a SGfiZ-groupoid written by («S, •), the pair of describing mappings will be denoted by (£, 1?), and its underlying group by H. 
Proposition. Let (TZ,*), (S, •) be SGRI-groupoids
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If we put by turns s := 0 resp. r := 0, we get A(cr(r)).= £(A(r)), A(r(s)) = t?(A (5) groupoid which is not isomorphic to a subreduct of an affine space (cf. text before ([E4] ,(2.3))).
EXAMPLE.
We denote by Z°° the direct sum of infinitely many copies of Z; and for 1/ £ N by t" : Z°° -• Z°° we mean the i^-th shift operator given by the assignment
One can see immediately that both t" and 1 -t" are group epimorphisms, where 1 stands for the identity map of Z 00 . According to example ([E4], (2.3),(a)), by we get a binary operation •" on Z°°, which makes (Z°°, •") a SGRID-grou^oid.
Furthermore, we can consider Z°° in a canonical way as A'-module for rings K £ {Z,Z°°}. For a £ K let t a : Z°° -• Z°° be the homomorphism defined by component wise multiplication j !-• aj. Also according to ([E4] ,(2.3),(a)), we equip Z°° with the binary operation •" coming from t a .
Now we show that for any choice of v and a, the groupoid (Z°°,«") is never isomorphic to a subalgebra of (Z°°, «a). Assume the contrary and let k :
-» (Z°°,* 0 ) be a distinguished (cf. text before (1.1)) algebra monomorphism. Applying (1.1) we find k £ Parta«,^«^0 0^00 ) is even a group monomorphism, the diagrams
commute, and fc(Z°°) is not trivial. Since both l" and 1 -t" are onto, we
, which contradicts non-triviality of k(Z°°) and the fact that each element of Z has a unique decomposition in prime numbers.
Now we prepare for a characterization of homomorphisms between canonically monoid splitting 5Gi2/D-groupoids. To this end we introduce two mappings on quotients by monoids. 
Again by partiality of a follows that o\1Zy is a monoid homomorphism and therefore, O(1Zy) is a subgroup of 7Zy. From the above, <T(X) + A{1Zy) = a(x') + a{TZy). k* is well defined: Since Ay < A implies a(«4Y) < Ay, and for a,a' £ A satisfying a + a(Ay ) = a' + a(.4Y) equivalently holds a -a' 6 a(.-4Y), there exists u 6 Ay such that a -a ' = a(u) , and 
C(A(«)) = C(A(*;)) + C(/(m)) -C(/(n)) = A(cr(xj)) + l(a(m)) -l(a(n)) = l(a(xj)) + l(o(m)) -/(*(«)) = l(a(xj) + er(m) -c(n)), for / is a monoid homomorphism, = l(<r(xj + m -n)), for a G Part^ ^x (7£, G), = A(<r(z)).
In particular cases, monomorphisms between canonically monoid splitting SGRID-grou^oids can be characterized using describing mappings of the respective quotient structure. Using the notation Tj for the mapping rv from ([E4],(1.18)) with M := Tl£ we can state Now we develop a product formula, which among others is useful for the investigation of £ in particular cases.
THEOREM. Let (II,»), (S,») be S GRID -groupoids, let (II,») be canonically monoid splitting and cr(lZy ) = IZy. The following are equivalent: (1) There exists a distinguished monomorphism A : (11, •) -• (S, •). (2) There is a canonically monoid splitting SGRID-groupoid T C S such that C(7V X ) = a monoid monomorphism I : IZy -• Ty, which commutes with r and'd, and a homomorphism A : (1Z/1Zy,M ) -• (T/Ty,m ) such that for A,B € 1Z/1Zy, m,n € 1Z£ holds
PROPOSITION. Let (ft, •) be a SGRID-groupoid.
Then we have the formula V Jfc G N V ai,...afc G ft : Therefore we conclude 2.6. Remark. In the situation of (2.5), let denote the canonical projection TZ -• TZ/2 by q£. Then the inclusions (ii),(iii),(vi) of (2.5) become
PROPOSITION. For a SGRID-groupoid (1Z,*) we have the inclusions
(i) £[* • 1/] C £fo], (ii) r(£[x]) C £[r(x)] C £[z], (iii) *(£[*]) C £[<r(x)].
In addition, if (H, •) satisfies 1Z T = 11, the first inclusion of (ii) becomes equality and (m € liy)
Roughly speaking, the groupoid homomorphism qz behaves similar to a homomorphism between 5G.ft/.D-groupoids.
In ( The notion of a right zero band can be found in ( [RSI] ,p. 28) et al. . In zero bands, the binary operation is given by projection onto the first resp. second factor.
Proof. Since £ = OTT, by (2.7) ft£ is a group, i.e. ft£ = fti, and £[z] = z + Ili (z G ft). Hence we get for x,y € ft by (2.2) and (2.5)(i)
For the rest of this paper, among others we investigate a certain class of SGRID-groupoids which covers ¿-symmetric SGRID-groupoids (see [E3] and chapter 3 of this paper). Proof. Throughout the whole proof, for a,b £ ft let a,/? be naturals such that according to (K), r a (a) = a, r 0 (b) = 6, and let 7 € N be a common multiple of a and ¡3.
(1) For x € ft we conclude using (2.3) Proof. In case that r satisfies condition (K), we show -TZ 1 C TZ 1 , hence TZy is a group. To this end, let x 6 TZ, k 6 N such that T k (x) = x, and put p := x -r(x). Then we get 
Derived groupoids and k-symmetry
For a given groupoid (TZ,*) , by a derived groupoid we understand TZ equipped with a binary operation formed by compositions of • and the canonical projections from TZ x TZ to TZ, to be more precise 3.1. DEFINITION. Let (TZ,*) be a groupoid. 
